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Abstract

In first chapter of ToE-Framework “The Solution to the Problem of Time”   and second 
Chapter  of  ToE-Framework  “The  Solution  to  the  Problem of   Gravity”   this  author 
informed   scientific  community  about  the  framework for  the  Theory  of  Everything 
concept, that must be applied in order to get back into Paradise on earth. Within a third  
chapter,  the author explains how to perform to decode the Matrix of thought.  In this 
paper, the author gives an image of the holographic universe from outside.
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1. Toe Framework
First  the  author  remind the  first  tree  papers  [1],  [2]  :  We live  in  a  holographic  world that  is  a  three-
dimensional world for perception on a two-dimensional round table on which two “free will” balance out  
their forces.  The world is first all in one  (1 – dimensional), enfolds in two dimensions, and then into three  
dimensions.  Lets have a look again on the Theory of Everything – Framework 

The all in one equation: 
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The Unified force enfolding from one dimension into two dimension: 
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2. Visualisation of the Holographic Universe

• The earth, sun, planets, stars etc are “empty” and expanding with the speed of light in terms of the  
“visible”  universe.  As  the  human “perception”  (eyes)  is   linked to  the  center  of  their  universe 
(surface of earth). The origin of the “payer” of the Matrix (that delivers the movieclip on our eyes) is  
the  interface  between  “Thought”  (representing  the  knowledge  of  the  “past”  and  containing  the 
immaterial consciousness) and “Emotion” (representing the outer world / reality containing the body 
of the observer with all its senses.

• Depending on an agreement of the individual human being (society ) on where it is to set the center  
of the Universe (Sun, Moon, Mars,Earth) there will develop a war and fight on egocentered  thought  
in society (many world: each particle of “mass”  has its own “big bang” and tiny “black hole”.

• For rational reason (the human being (living) belongs to earth (living), the center of the universe is to 
set as the surface of earth (center of earth), as there seems no sense in battle about which single stone 
ob a beach or on Mars could be another center of universe.
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